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Abstract. Graph patterns provide a declarative formalism to describe
model queries used for several important engineering tasks, such as wellformedness constraint validation or model transformations. As different
pattern matching approaches, such as local search or incremental evaluation, have different performance characteristics (smaller memory footprint vs. smaller runtime), a wider range of practical problems can be
addressed. The current paper reports on a novel feature of the EMFIncQuery framework supporting local search-based pattern matching
strategy to complement the existing incremental pattern matching capabilities. The reuse of the existing pattern language and query development environment of EMF-IncQuery enables to select the most appropriate strategy separately for each pattern without any modifications
to the definitions of existing patterns. Furthermore, a graphical debugger component is introduced that visualizes the execution of the search
process, helping to understand how complex patterns behave. This tool
paper presents the new pattern matching feature from an end user’s viewpoint while the scientific details of the pattern matching strategy itself
are omitted. The approach is illustrated on a case study of automated
identification of anti-patterns over program models created from Java
source code.
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Introduction

Model queries form the underpinning of various engineering tasks, such as model
transformation, code generation or well-formedness validation. Declarative query
formalisms (such as graph patterns or OCL constraints) define queries at a high
level of abstraction allowing the use of different execution strategies such as local
search-based or incremental pattern matching.
?
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Experimental evaluations of the two strategies (like in [1]) demonstrated
that incremental approaches, which rely on caching the result sets of queries,
provide an order of magnitude faster re-evaluation time, but they also result in
larger memory footprint and longer initialization phase compared to local searchbased pattern matching. These different performance characteristics makes various strategies or approaches most useful for different kinds of problems.
While EMF-IncQuery has traditionally been tailored to provide incremental evaluation over graphs captured as EMF models, these experimental findings
have triggered us to extend the EMF-IncQuery framework with a new feature to support local search based evaluation for queries integrated to the query
development environment, which is reported in the current paper. The reuse
of the existing pattern language and query development environment of EMFIncQuery enables to select the most appropriate strategy separately for each
pattern without any modifications to the definitions of existing patterns. In addition, we also report on a prototype graphical debugger to trace local search
based evaluation. The novel features will be presented in the context of a case
study aiming to detect anti-patterns in Java programs [1].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 gives a brief overview of
graph patterns and EMF-IncQuery that is followed in Sec. 3 by an overview of
local search based pattern matching. Then Sec. 4 presents the graphical debugger
for pattern matching. Sec. 5 summarizes related work, and Sec. 6 concludes the
paper discussing directions for future work.

2
2.1

Model Queries with EMF-IncQuery
Running Example: Anti-pattern detection in Java programs

In the current paper we will use the automated detection of coding anti-patterns
over Java programs to demonstrate the local search support. As metamodel,
the Java metamodel of the Columbus framework is used, together with a set of
anti-patterns introduced in [1].
Example 1. Fig. 1a presents a Java code snippet. The code consists of a public
method called equals with a single parameter and a call of this method using
a Java variable srcVar. This snippet shows an anti-pattern: the call equals can
result in an exception if the variable srcVar is null. However, by swapping the
literal parameter with the variable operand, no such exception could occur.
The model representation of this snippet is depicted in Fig. 1b as a typed
graph. Each node represents an element of the abstract syntax graph of the Java
model. To ease readability, several attribute values were omitted which are not
required to understand the contributions and examples in this paper (such as
the final flag of parameter definitions).
2.2

Graph Patterns

A graph pattern consists of structural constraints prescribing the interconnection between nodes and edges of given types and expressions to define attribute
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public boolean equals ( Object other ) {...}
...
// Code inside another method
// The variable ’ srcVar ’ is defined locally
srcVar . equals ( " source " );
...
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Fig. 1: ASG Representation of Java Code

constraints. Both constraints can be illustrated as a graph where the nodes are
typed as classes from the metamodel, while the edges prescribe the required
connections of selected types between them. Pattern parameters are a subset of
nodes and attributes interfacing the model elements interesting from the perspective of the pattern user. A match of a pattern in a model M is a binding
of all pattern parameters to model elements of M that satisfies all constraints
expressed by the pattern.
Complex patterns may reuse other patterns by different types of pattern composition constraints. A (positive) pattern call identifies a subpattern (or called
pattern) that is embedded as an additional set of constraints while a negative
pattern call invalidates cases when a match of the referred pattern is found.
Example 2. Fig. 2 captures the "String Literal as Compare Parameter" problem
as a graph pattern using the textual syntax of EMF-IncQuery that describes
a case when a String literal is used as the argument of an equals call.

1 pattern s t r i n g L i t e r a l C o m p a r e (
2
inv : M e t h o d I n v o c a t i o n ) {
3
StringLiteral ( arg );
4
Expression ( op );
5
NormalMethod ( m );
6
M e t h o d I n v o c a t i o n . invokes ( inv , m );
7
M e t h o d I n v o c a t i o n . operand ( inv , op );
8
NormalMethod . name (m , " equals " );
9
neg find literal ( op );
10
find argument ( inv , arg );
11
1 == count find argument ( inv , _ );
12 }

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

/* * ’lit ’ is a Literal . */
pattern literal ( lit : Literal ){
Literal ( lit );
}
/* * ’arg ’ is an argument of
the invocation ’inv ’ */
pattern argument (
inv : MethodInvocation ,
arg : Expression ) {
M e t h o d I n v o c a t i o n . arguments ( inv , arg );
}

Fig. 2: Graph Pattern Representation of the String Literal Compare Anti-pattern

The pattern consists of four variables : inv (of type MethodInvocation), m
(of type NormalMethod), op (of type Expression) and arg (of type StringLiteral).
The constraint in Line 6 represents a typed reference invokes between the model
elements selected by inv and m, and a similar operand reference is required between variables m and op. Variable m is part of an attribute constraint in Line 8:
its name attribute has to be the literal "equals". To ensure that the operand
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op of the method invocation is not a Literal, a negative pattern call is used in
Line 9. Finally, to confirm that the invoked method has only a single parameter,
the number of arguments are counted in Line 11 by counting the number of
matches of the subpattern argument and checking if it equals to 1.

2.3

The Query Development Environment of EMF-IncQuery

EMF-IncQuery provides an integrated development environment where graph
patterns can be created and debugged [2]. The environment consists of three
major components: (1) a pattern editor to create queries, (2) the Query Explorer
to display the results of various queries, and (3) a code generator creating a
pattern matcher that can be integrated into existing Java (EMF) applications.
The Xtext-based pattern editor helps query development with advanced features such as syntax highlighting, code completion and well-formedness validation rules that check for common developer mistakes.
The Query Explorer is the main debugging component of EMF-IncQuery
as it continuously evaluates the developed queries with changes of the model
from a model editor, it is possible to find problematic cases of complex queries
by modifying the models in the existing model editors, and watching for the expected query result changes. The Query Explorer relies on the pattern interpreter
support of EMF-IncQuery instead of the generated code itself. This eases the
development and debugging of graph patterns, as changes in the patterns can
be evaluated in the development environment directly.

3
3.1

Local-search Pattern Matching in EMF-IncQuery
Executing a Local Search Based Matching Strategy

Local search based pattern matching (LS) is commonly used in graph transformation tools [3,4] starting the match process from a single node and extending
it step-by-step with the neighboring nodes and edges following a search plan.
Local search based pattern matching consists of four steps. (1) At first, in a
preprocessing step the patterns are normalized : the constraint set is minimized,
variables that are always equal are unified and positive pattern calls are flattened. These normalized patterns are evaluated by (2) the query planner, using
a specified cost estimation function to provide search plans [5]: totally ordered
lists of search operations used to ensure that the constraints from the pattern
definition hold. From a single pattern specification multiple search plans can be
derived, thus pattern matching includes (3) plan selection based on the input
parameter binding and model-specific metrics. Finally, (4) the search plan is
executed by a plan interpreter evaluating the different operations of the plans.
If an operation fails, the interpreter backtracks; if all operations are executed
successfully, a match is found.
Example 3. To evaluate the String Literal Compare pattern from Fig. 2, a possible 8-step search plan is presented in Fig. 3a. First, (1) all NormalMethod instances
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Operation
1: Find all m that m ∈ NormalMethod
2: Attribute test: m.name=="equals"
3: Find inv that inv.invokes → m
4: Count of inv.argument → arg is 1
5: Find arg that inv.argument → arg
6: Instance test: arg ∈ StringLiteral
7: Find op that inv.operand → op
8: NEG: op 6∈ Literal

5
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Fig. 3: A Search Plan for the String Literal Compare Pattern

are iterated over to (2) check for their name. Then a (3) backward navigation operation is executed to find all corresponding method invocations to check (4–6)
its argument and (7) operand references. At the last step, (8) a negative pattern call is executed by starting a new plan execution for the negative subplan,
but only looking for a single solution. Note that the positive pattern call from
Line 10 is flattened, resulting in operation (5), while the match counter and
negative pattern calls from Line 11 and Line 9 are represented by pattern calls
in operations (4) and (8), respectively.
Fig. 3b illustrates the execution of the search plan on the simple instance
model introduced previously. First, the NormalMethod is selected, then its name
attribute is validated, followed by the search for the MethodInvocation. At this
point, following the argument reference made it sure that only a single element
is available, then the StringLiteral is found and checked. Finally, the operand
reference is followed, and a NAC check is executed using a different search plan.
3.2

Local Search Support in EMF-IncQuery

The local search feature of EMF-IncQuery relies on the existing features created for incremental pattern matching as much as possible. This includes the
reuse of both the pattern language (together with its editor), pattern interpreter
and the code generator framework itself. Furthermore, the generated local search
based matchers provide code that is a drop-in replacement for existing, incremental ones (with the notable exception of not providing change notifications for
the result set). The reuse of the pattern language with a common runtime API
allows to specify the patterns once, while being able to select the corresponding
strategy later based on the constraints of the created applications.
The search planner component relies on a cost function that estimates how expensive is to evaluate a selected constraint based on the already bound variables.
Currently, only a simplistic cost function is implemented, but it was designed
to be extensible with additional strategies, such as the dynamic programming
based approach in [5].
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Additionally, the local search-based pattern matcher can optionally reuse
the model indexer of EMF-IncQuery for iterating over all instances of model
elements or traverse model edges backwards. This option allows fine-grained
performance tuning of pattern matching, as reusing model indexes can greatly
reduce search time, while requiring much less memory than Rete-based incremental matcher. In [1] we have evaluated the performance of search-based and
incremental approaches, and found that incremental graph pattern matching can
outperform other approaches in case of repeated execution of the same pattern,
as search times are an order of magnitude smaller, at the cost of a longer initialization period and additional increase in memory cost by a factor of 10 − 15.

4

Debugging Model Queries with Local Search

The high-level, declarative nature of graph patterns sometimes results in hard
to understand corner cases. In such cases simply looking at match results, as
supported by the Query Explorer, does not provide enough details to locate the
source of the problem. To support this use case, the development environment
of EMF-IncQuery has been extended with a Local Search Debugger view that
follows through the execution of a search plan created for a pattern over a model.
As constraints of graph patterns are often not evaluated in the order of their
definitions, it is hard to see which constraints are already evaluated. On the other
hand, the ordered search operations visualize the status of pattern matching,
and can be traced back to the source query. The view can also be used for query
optimization, similar to explain plans [6] used for optimizing SQL queries.
As Fig. 4 depicts, the view has three distinct parts to display information
about the execution. At the upper left corner (a) the search plan itself is shown,
including the plans created for called patterns. Each line represents a search
operation; child nodes are operations of a called pattern. The current status
of the execution is depicted with a set of icons: check marks are assigned to
executed operations, question marks are assigned to operations not yet started,
while the current operation is denoted with the ’Run’ symbol.
In the bottom left corner (b) a set of tables is presented summarizing the
found matches. The tables include the found matches of all patterns in different
tables, including both parameters and local variables. Finally, in the right side
(c) of the view, a graph representation is provided for the currently evaluated
(partial) match, showing the current substitutions for the pattern variables along
with the relationships between them.
Finally, to control the execution, standard debugging operations are available [7]: breakpoints can be assigned to search operations, and both step-by-step
and continuous execution modes are available.
This view complements the debugging capabilities of the Query Explorer,
as the latter one is useful for identifying problematic cases by providing live
feedback when the model changes, the debugger visualizes the detailed execution
of the search. The local search algorithm, in our experience, works similarly as a
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Fig. 4: The Local Search Debugger

query developer reasons about a graph pattern, thus it eases the understanding
of complex graph patterns.

5

Related Work

Local search-based pattern matching is commonly used in graph transformation
tools, such as FUJABA [3], GrGen.NET [4] or FunnyQT [8]. The main difference
between the various approaches are the supported modeling backends, the search
planner algorithm and the cost estimation used during planning. For example,
in [5] an adaptive algorithm is proposed that uses dynamic programming to
estimate plan costs.
The debugging of graph transformations is already well-researched [7]; GrGen.NET [4] already incorporates a visual debugger for its transformation, that
can visualize the models being transformed, and can highlight elements matched
by a graph pattern; however, it does not support stepping through the pattern
matching process manually.
The Eclipse OCL tool [9] reuses the debugger interface of Eclipse for stepping
through models, including following the search steps directly in the OCL editor.
The direct reuse of this debugging approach is not optimal for graph patterns,
where, as opposed to OCL, the order of execution does not follow the order of
definitions, making it hard to understand which elements were hidden.
In the database community, several development environments were proposed
for SQL queries [10,6], providing query editing and evaluation support. Furthermore, to give insight to the performance of queries, visualizations are available
of the execution plans of the queries, such as Graphical Explain Plans in case of
Oracle Enterprise Manager.
The features of EMF-IncQuery introduced in the paper are novel in the
sense that query definitions can be evaluated using either incremental or local
search based techniques, and the corresponding tools for debugging incremental
and local search strategies nicely complement each other.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described a novel feature of the EMF-IncQuery framework,
the support of local search-based pattern matching in addition to the previously
available incremental evaluation. By reusing the existing pattern language and
query development environment, it is possible to select the most appropriate
strategy without modifications to already developed patterns. Furthermore, we
presented a prototype graphical debugger that helps understanding complex
patterns by visualizing the execution of the search process. Both contributions
are included in the EMF-IncQuery project.
In the future, we plan to improve the local search support by providing a
model-sensitive planner for local search [5], that is expected to enhance the performance. Another promising idea is the support of hybrid pattern matching [11]:
by mixing incrementally evaluated and local search-based pattern matching, it
is possible to fine-tune the performance characteristics (memory footprint or
execution time), extending the range of problems that can be addressed.
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